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Imagine if you had the opportunity to learn from the best tarot readers worldwide. As Andrea Green I

have had the good fortune to have done just that! Over a number of years I have immersed myself

in that very world! Discover the one weird trick that will mean that you never get stuck on reading a

card!Learn the Top Six Cards that May Show a Cheat!I reveal the Top Ten Relationship Cards to

look out for in any Reading.I also show you my own secret trick for knowing if a Court Card is a real

person in your life, a part of a situation you are in, or a part of yourself that you need to call on!With

descriptions of every card, insider tips and professional tips too, this is an entire workbook!I, like

you, have discovered that I tire easily of beginner tarot books that promise you the world and take

you no further than the first few pages. It is my intention with this my first book to change this. Let

me take you on a genuine journey, that of my learning through the tarot. I will help you understand

the tarot. In this book I will take you every day through practical exercises that will help you avoid

tarot learning blocks. There are also tarot spreads that have been devised for everyday situations

and problems. You will find that with these techniques at your fingertips you will be a proficient tarot

reader in no time at all. I will help you understand cards like the court cards.If you find yourself in a

situation where you have difficulty making a decision I will show you with just three cards how to

handle it better. I will also advise you on how to have a style unique to yourself. This tarot book has

been written especially for you!
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A really refreshing book. I'm not a beginner- in fact I have been a professional Tarot reader for

about seven years, and have studied Tarot for more than twenty. And even so, I found here very

inspiring ideas, useful tips and a fresh perspective on much stuff I already knew. I'm a big fan of

"Andrea Green" ;) and she hasn't disappointed me. Great book, specially for beginners.

I'm a big fan of Andrea Green so I bought her book immediately after receiving the email that it was

published. I have been studying tarot for almost 10 years, and must say this was well written for all

levels of tarot experience. It is a very easy read. With practice and this book you will be reading

confidently for yourself and others. If you are a Marcus Katz fan you will appreciate this book.

Highly deserving of being a best seller. A lot of really useful insights. It's one thing to know a card's

individual meaning, but the key to doing a successful reading is understanding the patterns of

meaning in the cards that have been cast - how they relate to one another. This is easily the best

value for money tarot card meanings book in my collection

I bought this book for Ms. Green's new way of interpreting the Court cards. She also has a unique

keyword system for the Minor cards that is quite helpful. Throughout the book she includes tips and

journal exercises that are of great use for beginners especially, however seasoned readers will find

them helpful during those times when they are in a bit of a rut.

Not as informative as I wished. Quite short on information & didn't really get anything new out of

this. Don't really understand all the 5-star reviews, but it might be nice when you are new to tarot.

Andrea Green has really out done herself with this book...not only does it give you insight, but it will

also help you remember the meanings of each card. This will be your go to book for your

interpretations...it is mine now. I'm glad I found this gem!!!

I haven't finished reading it yet, but so far it's very informative. I like it because of the easy to read



text & the groupings of the cards. Ms. Green has a way of putting things that make them sound

logical. It may have been written for beginners but I find a lot of information useful, & plan to make it

part of my ongoing studies.

I thought I had enough Tarot books already to get started learning and I didn't really need one more.

Honestly, I only bought this because it was cheap on Kindle and I thought it would be nice to have a

digital tarot book to look at while standing in line places. Holy cow, am I glad that I did! Not only

does the author give you meanings for each card, she also gives ideas for spreads, journaling,

meditations, insights on card combinations, which cards are significant for specific subjects and a

great reference of books at the end. This by far was more informative and useful than some of the

paperback books I've purchased to help me learn to read the cards. This is more than just a time

killer while waiting in line at the store. This is a very helpful reference. HIGHLY recommended.
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